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Day 96 (Dawn) in River Station. 126 S.E.

GORMALAK:

pray to our destinies and beliefs for
Gormalak, we pray for strength to
ON THE BR I N K OF
resist this attack… a true apoA POC A LY PS E
A wave of attacks is devastating the calypse.
Free City of Gormalak. Early last
morning, citizens all over the metropolis could feel a series of noisy
temblors. The earthquakes tore
down several areas of the city and, This night, which has been called
what is even more disturbing, some the Cataclysm, will make history as
of the distributions have changed. one of the darkest nights in our cityWhole buildings, walls, and unex- state.
pected obelisks have merged from Gormalak seems to be on the brink
the underground, as if the city would of collapsing, but even in the most
fateful times we may find hope.
have developed a self-will.
Unfortunately, the dead and injured Many adventurers haven’t hesitate
people number several thousands, to help the victims everywhere in
hence many of us ask ourselves if the city. A notable case is the defense of Sweet Water’s Orphanage
this is the end of Gormalak.
Tales about creatures of Chaos, Un- against the hordes of orcs emerging
deads and otherworldly beings have from the underground. Amongst our
spread like wildfire invading every brave adventurers was Diego Petrocorner. Meanwhile, the Three Thro- vich himself, the greatest swordsnes Government security alert has man of Gormalak, who has sworn to
raised to the highest level. Given the defend every citizen. This is a recircumstances, the call for mercena- ason to breathe a little bit easier. His
ries from everywhere is mandatory bravery and dedication should serve
for the protection of Gormalak, gi- as an example to all of us.
ving them some of the riches of our
city as a reward.
I can hear from my attic the bells’ In the light of these events, the Three
peals and drums’ beats while I’m Thrones Government is providing
writing these lines. Dark times lie the citizens with refuges. Numerous
ahead of us and so the duty to report heralds are giving right now inforis now more crucial than ever. We
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mation about the places already selected for the protection of further
attacks. All citizens will run to any
of these refuges as soon as they hear
the alarm sound.
It is highly recommended to all of us
to remember the closest refuge from
our houses.

GOVERNMENT
CALLS FOR
CALM

Many citizens have already began to
gather the essentials for surviving.
The price of the cereal is increasing,
leading to protests and outbreaks of
violence in some parts of the city.
Nevertheless, the Government calls
for calm and is imposing severe repressive measures against anyone
who ignores the law. This very afternoon, multiple executions will be taking place at several public squares.
That's the government's way of showing us the terrible consequences
for all those miserable people who
wish to see this city falling apart.

